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Abstract
Advanced gravitational-wave detectors such as the laser interferometer 
gravitational-wave observatories (LIGO) require an unprecedented level of 
isolation from the ground. When in operation, they measure motion of less 
than 10−19 m. Strong teleseismic events like earthquakes disrupt the proper 
functioning of the detectors, and result in a loss of data. An earthquake 
early-warning system, as well as a prediction model, have been developed 
to understand the impact of earthquakes on LIGO. This paper describes 
a control strategy to use this early-warning system to reduce the LIGO 
downtime by  ∼30%. It also presents a plan to implement this new earthquake 
configuration in the LIGO automation system.
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Introduction

The laser interferometer gravitational-wave observatory (LIGO) consists of two identical, 
4 kilometer long interferometric detectors installed at the Hanford, Washington (H1) and 
Livingston, Louisiana (L1) sites in the United States. The detectors are Michelson interfer-
ometers with Fabry–Perot resonant cavity arms [1]. A prerequisite for the detectors to collect 
scientific data is that the cavities are held in optical resonance (lock) at their operating point 
[2]. Keeping the detectors locked is a complex task and large environmental disturbances can 
disrupt this process.

LIGO performed its first observation run (referred to as O1) from 18 September 2015 to 
12 January 2016. During this period, the detectors were kept locked and the commission-
ing activities reduced to minimum. Environmental hazards such as earthquakes were one of 
the primary sources of disturbances (see table 1). According to the US Geological Survey 
(USGS), H1 experienced 265 earthquakes and L1 243 earthquakes of Richter magnitude 5 
and greater while observing. All these events, independent of their epicenter location or depth, 
generated a non-negligible increase of the ground motion in the vertical and horizontal direc-
tions, from 10 mHz to 100 mHz, as illustrated by the seismic spectra in figure 1. This increase 
of the ground motion overwhelmed the LIGO seismic isolation system and prevented the 
detectors from operating. Loss of the interferometer lock occurred 62 times at Hanford and 83 
times at Livingston during these earthquakes. Once the interferometer has lost lock, it can take 
hours to return to normal operation. As the number of detected astrophysical signals is propor-
tional to the detector observing time, minimizing the detector downtime is of utmost impor-
tance. In this study we present a strategy that has the potential to significantly reduce LIGO 
downtime. While this work focuses on the Hanford detector, similar results are expected for 
the Livingston detector.

There is a direct correlation between the operating status of the interferometer and the 
ground velocity, as shown in figure 2(a): the interferometer becomes unstable at higher veloci-
ties. An earthquake mitigation scheme has been thus developed to limit the extra disturbance 
induced by earthquakes. The goal of this configuration is to maintain lock, even if doing 
so decreases the interferometer sensitivity to gravitational-wave sources. For this reason, it 
cannot be permanently activated and needs to be part of the LIGO automation system called 
Guardian [3].

The first section of this paper describes the LIGO interferometers and their seismic isolation 
systems in more detail. We then present the earthquake mitigation strategy and the expected 
performance it achieves. Finally, we explain how it will be integrated into the Guardian infra-
structure in the future.

The LIGO detectors

The LIGO detectors are Michelson interferometers coupled with Fabry–Perot cavities in the 
arms. A beamsplitter is used to separate the input light into the two arms. A simplified optical 
layout of the LIGO detector is shown in figure 3. Each arm is comprised of an input test mass 
(ITM) and an output test mass (ETM) forming the Fabry–Perot arm cavity. Other cavities and 
auxiliary optics such as the power recycling mirror and the signal recycling mirror are present 
to enhance the signal quality [4].

S Biscans et alClass. Quantum Grav. 35 (2018) 055004
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All the LIGO optics are mounted on seismic isolation platforms, which seek to decouple 
the optics from the ground. A hydraulic external pre-isolator (HEPI) is used as a pre-isolation 
and positioning stage outside the vacuum chamber. It supports an active internal seismic isola-
tion (ISI) system inside the chamber, on which are mounted the optics. There are two types of 

Table 1. Detectors’ status over the O1 period. Commissioning time represents the 
vital maintenance tasks needed to keep the interferometers running. Environmental 
disturbances encompasses earthquakes, high wind and storms.

H1 (%) L1 (%)

Observation 66 59
Commissioning 9 7
Environmental disturbances 17 24
Other 8 10

Figure 1. 1000 s long data stretches were selected over the total time span of the O1 
period at H1. Specifically, the blue curves correspond to stretches selected at random 
times, while the red curves correspond to stretches selected during earthquakes of 
Richter magnitude 5 and above. For each frequency bin, the data were histogrammed 
and a set of probabilities was found. The different shades of color indicate different 
probability values (10%, 50%, 90%), the darker tone being a 90% probability. The 
bottom part of this figure represents the ratio between the red and the blue curves for 
each set. We observe a median amplification of the ground motion up to a factor of 2.4 
in the (30 mHz–100 mHz) band. Only the horizontal direction along the Y-arm of the 
interferometer is represented here, but we obtain similar results in the X-horizontal 
direction and the vertical direction.

S Biscans et alClass. Quantum Grav. 35 (2018) 055004
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ISI systems: a single-stage platform and a two-stage platform. The single-stage platforms are 
used for the auxiliary optics in the small vacuum chambers called horizontal access modules 
(HAMs). The two-stage platforms are used for the core optics of the interferometer in the 
large vacuum tanks called basic symmetric chambers (BSCs). In total, a detector has 11 vac-
uum tanks (six HAM chambers, five BSC chambers) each with a seismic isolation platform. 
Despite some mechanical differences between the vibration isolation systems, the general 
concept is identical for all of them. A combination of active and passive isolation is provided 

to bring the BSC–ISI platform motion down to 1 · 10−12 m 
√
Hz

−1
 at 10 Hz and the HAM-ISI 

platform motion down to 2 · 10−11 m 
√
Hz

−1
 at 10 Hz.

The mechanics and functioning of these platforms have been extensively studied in previous 
works [5–7]. This paper will focus only on the active isolation configuration and performance 
of the BSC–ISI stage 1 platform. The BSC–ISI stage 1 platform is the only stage that has low 
noise Trillium T240 seismometers, which are used to mitigate low frequency disturbances. 
All the BSC–ISI platforms being identical, we chose to look at the ITM chamber of the Y arm 
(called ITMY) in the horizontal Y-direction. Figure 4 illustrates the layout of the BSC chamber.

The seismic platform control scheme

Each stage is equipped with a set of actuators, displacement sensors and inertial sensors. They 
are used to actively control the stage in the three translational and three rotational degrees of 

Figure 2. Comparison of Stage 1 ITM behavior in the (30 mHz–100 mHz) band for 
different ground motions: stretches selected during earthquakes when the interferometer 
survived (blue curve), stretches selected during earthquakes when the interferometer 
stops functioning (red curve). The top part of the figure  represents the cumulative 
distribution function for the ground and the stage respectively, as a function of the peak 
velocity for each stretch. The plots indicate a direct correlation between velocity and 
the interferometer status. We observe a net increase of the stage velocity compared to 
the ground, due to a self-inflicted gain peaking in this frequency band. The bottom part 
of the plots represents P(LL|v), the smoothed probability of losing lock as a function 
of peak velocity. It is computed by fitting the measured probability with a hyperbolic 
tangent function.

S Biscans et alClass. Quantum Grav. 35 (2018) 055004
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freedom. The platforms have been designed to limit the cross-coupling between the different 
degrees of freedom, therefore, each degree of freedom can be actively controlled indepen-
dently with single-input single-output compensators.

The LIGO seismic control scheme is a combination of feedback, feedforward and sensor 
correction. The block diagram in figure 5 shows the simplified control topology for one degree 
of freedom.

Feedback control

A control force F is used to reduce the inertial motion of the stage (YStage), which is induced 
by the ground (YG). This control force is created using a combination of feedback and feed-
forward controllers. The feedback controller is fed by two sensors: a displacement sensor 
measuring the relative motion between the stage and the input motion (YStage − YG), and an 
inertial sensor (seismometer) measuring the inertial motion of the stage (YStage). Below 25 
mHz, the seismometer noise becomes comparable to the ground motion, making inertial isola-
tion impossible. Therefore, a displacement sensor is used at low frequencies and both sensors 
are blended together to feed the controller. The relative motion signal is low-passed by a filter 
Ldisp, and the inertial motion signal is high-passed by a filter Hin. Ldisp and Hin are designed 
to be complementary, meaning Ldisp + Hin = 1. The frequency at which the low-pass and 

Figure 3. Simplified optical layout of the LIGO detector. Laser pre-treatment and Laser 
post-treatment represent all of non-core optics and the multiple vacuum chambers in 
which they are housed, including the power and recycling mirrors. The data presented 
in this study is extracted from the blue ground seismometer and the BSC chamber 
circled in blue (called ITMY).

S Biscans et alClass. Quantum Grav. 35 (2018) 055004
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Figure 4. Schematic of a LIGO BSC chamber. Each stage is equipped with multiple 
actuators, position and inertial sensors (only a few are represented here for clarity). 
The core optics are supported by a quadruple pendulum (not shown for clarity) which 
provides additional seismic isolation in all degrees of freedom.

Figure 5. Control block diagram of a seismic isolation stage for one degree of freedom. 
The colored blocks are related to figure 6.

S Biscans et alClass. Quantum Grav. 35 (2018) 055004
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high-pass filters cross is called the blend frequency. The controller provides isolation up to 30 
Hz, with high loop gain below 1 Hz. The expected inertial motion of the stage, when only the 
feedback control is engaged, is given by equation (1). Npos and Nin represent the noise associ-
ated with the displacement sensors and inertial sensors respectively. PG and PStage represent 
the transfer functions from the ground motion and applied force respectively.

|YStage|2 = |
PG + LdispCPStage

1+ CPStage
YG|2

+ |
HinCPStage

1+ CPStage
Nin|2

+ |
LdispCPStage

1+ CPStage
Npos|2.

 

(1)

Sensor correction

Sensor correction is a feedforward technique using a seismometer from the ground. The seis-
mometer signal YG is filtered by HSC and added to the position sensor signal (YStage − YG) to 
create a virtual inertial sensor [8]. Our sensor correction is designed to maximize performance 
around 100 mHz. By adding the sensor correction to the feedback loop, the stage inertial 
motion becomes:

|YStage|2 = |
PG + LdispCPStage(1− HSC)

1+ CPStage
YG|2

+ |
HinCPStage

1+ CPStage
Nin|2

+ |
LdispCPStage

1+ CPStage
Npos|2.

 

(2)

Feedforward control

A standard feedforward controller is added from the ground in parallel with the feedback and 
sensor correction loops. This operates where the coherence with the ground is high (above 
1 Hz). Ultimately, the sensor correction and feedforward controllers are both feedforward 
techniques added to the feedback loop. However, these two controllers are implemented at 
different levels in the control scheme for technical reasons, as they target different frequency 
bandwidths. Overall, the stage absolute motion becomes:

|YStage|2 = |
PG + LdispCPStage(1− HSC) + CFFPStage

1+ CPStage
YG|2

+ |
HinCPStage

1+ CPStage
Nin|2

+ |
LdispCPStage

1+ CPStage
Npos|2.

 

(3)

Equations (1)–(3) are plotted in figure 6. In this example, we used a BSC–ISI stage 1 model 
with the filters used during O1 to simulate the performance of each loop and the combined 
overall performance. The figure  shows the transfer function between the stage and ground 

S Biscans et alClass. Quantum Grav. 35 (2018) 055004
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motion YStageYG
 with the feedback loop only (solid orange curve), with the feedback loop and sen-

sor correction on (solid brown curve) and with feedback, sensor correction and feedforward 
on (solid black curve). The motion associated with sensor noise is not represented on this fig-
ure for clarity. The open loop (not represented) has a 30 Hz unity gain frequency. The sensor 
correction filter (dashed cyan curve) is designed to provide extra isolation between 50 mHz 
and 200 mHz, whereas the feedforward filter (dashed purple curve) provides isolation at 1 Hz 
and above. At low frequencies where the loop gain is effectively infinite, the performance is 
limited by the low-pass filter (dashed green curve), and limited by the finite loop gain at higher 
frequencies. Typically, the low-pass filter is tuned to provide as much isolation as possible in 
the control bandwidth at the cost of some gain peaking around the blend frequency (in this 
case  ∼45 mHz). Below the blend frequency, the motion is dominated by the position sensor 
signal and the platform moves with the ground (transfer function of 1). Finally, some sharp 
notches are also present in the low-pass filter to target known payload resonances.

O1 filters

The filters used during O1 were designed to meet LIGO requirements and maximize the seis-
mic isolation above 100 mHz, at the expense of some gain peaking at lower frequencies. The 
blue curve in figure 7 demonstrates the performance of this configuration at Hanford during 
a typical ground motion period. The stage provides a factor 38 of isolation at 200 mHz at the 
expense of a gain peaking of 4 at 54 mHz. While this gain peaking is not a limitation during 
typical ground behavior, it becomes problematic during an earthquake.

Figure 6. Example of the LIGO seismic control scheme performance on the BSC–ISI 
stage 1 platform. The dashed curves show the different filters used, as opposed to the 
solid curves showing the transfer functions from the ground motion with different loops 
engaged.

S Biscans et alClass. Quantum Grav. 35 (2018) 055004
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Figure 2 compares the performance of the stage during earthquakes. It shows a clear ampli-
fication of the ground motion by the stage over the bandwidth of interest (figures 2(a) versus 
(b)). The interferometer has a 50% chance of losing lock for a stage velocity higher than 
1000 nm s−1.

Earthquake filters

The goal of the earthquake control configuration is to find a balance between limited gain 
peaking at low frequencies (because the nominal gain peaking is at the frequency of maximum 
earthquake power) and performance at higher frequencies. At low frequencies, the loop gain 
is effectively infinite and the stage motion is directly dependent on the low-pass filter Ldisp 
and the sensor correction filter HSC, as demonstrated in equation  (4). These two filters are 
tuned accordingly to reduce gain peaking, while the feedback and feedforward controllers 
stay untouched.

lim
CPStage→∞

|YStage|2 = |(Ldisp(HSC − 1)YG)|2

+ |HinNin|2

+ |LdispNpos|2.

 (4)

Figure 8 shows a comparison between the newly designed low, high and sensor correction 
filters with the O1 filters. To move the gain peaking out of the earthquake band, the blend 

Figure 7. Seismic isolation provided by BSC–ISI stage 1 in the horizontal Y-direction 
at H1. The black curve represents a typical ground motion, and the blue curve the 
measured motion of the stage. The red curve is a simulation of the stage motion with 
the earthquake filters in place. The dotted curve indicates the LIGO goal to obtain from 
200 mHz to higher frequencies for stage 1.

S Biscans et alClass. Quantum Grav. 35 (2018) 055004
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frequency between the low-pass and the high-pass filters has been increased from 45 mHz to 
250 mHz, and the sensor correction has been slightly modified to be less aggressive. Figure 7 
shows the simulated stage 1 motion with the new earthquake configuration (red curve). In this 
case, the maximum gain peaking is reduced by a factor of 3.1. However, there is no longer any 
isolation at 200 mHz, which could be problematic for the detector. Seismic motion in the (100 
mHz–300 mHz) frequency band is dominated by ’secondary microseism’ [9], which consists 
of continuous traveling surface waves in the Earth’s crust. The sources of these waves are 
complex, but their amplitudes are associated with storms in the ocean. The proposed earth-
quake control configuration might not provide enough isolation to keep the detector locked if 
other disturbances like storms increase the ground motion around 200 mHz.

The lack of isolation between 200 mHz and 700 mHz could also limit gravitational-wave 
detection even if the interferometer stays locked. The increase of motion can get upconverted 
through the control chain to the mirror’s motion and affect LIGO sensitivity in the detec-
tion band. The green dashed curve in figure 7 shows the estimated maximum stage 1 motion 
allowed to not degrade LIGO designed sensitivity, and the new filters do not meet this require-
ment below 1 Hz. For these reasons, this configuration needs to be part of an automation 
system.

Automation system

It is important to switch to the new configuration only when a problematic earthquake arrives 
at the site. An early alert system called Seismon has been developed and installed at the obser-
vatories [10]. Seismon predicts the arrival time of the primary, secondary and surface waves of 
an earthquake with a few seconds accuracy, and with a notification latency of less than 10 min. 
This prediction uses data from a world-wide network of seismic observatories that has been 
compiled by USGS and can be accessed on the World Wide Web [11]. This gives enough time 
to switch the seismic configuration as needed.

The second role of Seismon is to predict, based on a logistic regression algorithm explained 
in [10], the likelihood of the interferometer to lose lock. Using this information and the current 

Figure 8. Comparison of the filters used during O1 (dashed lines) and the new designed 
filters for earthquakes (solid lines). The left part of the figure shows the complementary 
low-pass and high-pass filters. The right part shows the sensor correction filters.

S Biscans et alClass. Quantum Grav. 35 (2018) 055004
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state of the interferometer, a decision can be made on whether to trigger a change in the con-
trol configuration with the LIGO automation system.

Each interferometer is supervised by a state machine called the Guardian [3]. It consists of 
state machine automation nodes capable of handling control changes automatically. It is com-
posed of multiple nodes, organised in a hierarchical fashion for each system and subsystem. 
In the case of the BSC–ISI, multiple intermediate states are required to bring the platform 
from the initial state to a fully isolated chamber. More states can be added to enable the switch 
between low-pass, high-pass and sensor correction filters. This change of state only requires 
a few minutes, as it is possible to switch these filters in either direction without having to turn 
off the isolation loops. This is due to a filter switching system which is already part of the 
LIGO infrastructure [12].

Improvement estimation

In this section we estimate the improvement in duty cycle due to reducing the sensitivity to 
earthquakes. Earthquake data collected during O1 is used to simulate the effect of the new 
earthquake filters on stage 1 velocity. We compare the averaged gain peaking induced by 
earthquakes in the (30 mHz–100 mHz) band between O1 filters and the earthquake filters. 
During O1, the isolation controls amplified the ground motion of earthquakes by a factor of 
1.8 on average. With the new proposed filters, this amplification would be reduced to 1.2. 
Therefore, the stage velocity distribution in the (30 mHz–100 mHz) bandwidth will change 

from P(v) to P(vnew), with P(vnew) = 1.2
1.8P(v) =

P(v)
1.5 . Based on this new distribution (plotted 

in figure 9), and on the known probability of losing lock as a function of velocity P(LL|v)  

Figure 9. New P(vnew) distribution based on O1 data with P(vnew) =
P(v)
1.5 . As a 

reminder from figure 2, we plotted the probability of losing lock as a function of stage 
velocity P(LL|v) in black.

S Biscans et alClass. Quantum Grav. 35 (2018) 055004
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(see figure 2), we can calculate the estimated number of lock-losses P(LL) using Bayes’ theo-
rem, as written in equation (5). During O1, H1 lost lock 62 times because of earthquakes. 
With the new earthquake filters and stage velocity, we estimate only 42 lock-losses, meaning 
a  ∼30% reduction. Although this estimate has an uncertainty of  ±6%, it leads us to expect a 
significant improvement from this new configuration.

P(LL) =
∑
velocity
bin

P(LL|v)P(vnew).
 (5)

Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed the problem induced by earthquakes on the LIGO gravita-
tional-wave detectors and presented a seismic control strategy to minimize their impact. We 
expect a  ∼30% improvement of the interferometers’ robustness to earthquakes, which implies 
a direct increase in the number of detections for LIGO. We have shown that this configuration 
is not viable as a default configuration and needs to be part of a smart automation system. The 
LIGO automation infrastructure is capable of switching to these new filters based on early-
warning predictions. This switching was not part of the LIGO second observation run and still 
has to be implemented. Further effort will be spent on integrating the presented strategy for 
the future observation runs.
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